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Thank you for accessing this ASEAN University Network-Technology Enhanced
Personalised  Learning (AUN-TEPL) Thematic Network Resource Sharing Guide.

In this guide we hope to share with you, our network’s efforts in promoting a community
which  shares, curates and exchanges educational resources with the aim of improving student
success  through the propagation of TEPL approaches across universities. 

Key Benefits
Access curated shared resources
Search for discipline-specific educational resources targeted at technology-enhanced
personalised learning
Contribute to a sharing community to build knowledge and skills
Receive feedback and reviews to improve your resources within the AUN-TEPL
community and beyond
Enhance academic reputation by being a Peer Reviewer or one of the Editorial boards

The following diagram shows a visual representation of the different roles that you as an AUN-
TEPL member or affiliate could contribute to this community, as an adopter, a contributor
and/or a reviewer. Supported by the university libraries and MERLOT Editorial Board, the AUN-
TEPL thematic network forms an ecosystem of resource-sharing community within MERLOT.

We look forward to your active participation as we establish a community that propagates the
sharing of good TEPL resources across universities. 

For enquiries, please contact us at auntepl@smu.edu.sg.

Please access our website www.auntepl.com for more information about our network.

Figure 1: AUN-TEPL Thematic Network Resource-sharing Ecosystem
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Joining the AUN-TEPL Resource-sharing
Community in MERLOT
Expand your network through your primary affiliation.
Sign up for a free account at http://merlot.org.

http://merlot.org/


Contributing a Resource

Provide a concise description of the resource - the discipline, content covered and
recommended strategies of use.

Use “auntepl”, “personalised learning”, and the name of your university to allow others to
easily search and access your shared resource.

Indicate the Creative Commons license for the resource. For more information about Creative
Commons license, please visit: https://creativecommons.org/about/cclicenses/

You are the owner of the
resource or have the
permission of the owner(s) to
share this resource under
Creative Commons licenses

The resource has potential in
enhancing personalised
learning

The resource is publicly accessible by a
URL

The resource is one of the listed types
below:
(massive open online courses, open textbooks,
animations, simulations, lesson presentation
slides/video, case studies, games, mobile
applications, quiz/assessment questions, lesson
plans)

https://creativecommons.org/about/cclicenses


Search using the keyword ”auntepl” filters a list of resources shared by the AUN-TEPL
community.

Before adopting a digital resource, you may want to:

The types of resources can be filtered by different categories.

Identify the discipline and type of resource you are interested in

Look up the resource’s Creative Commons licence of the
identified resource

Adopting a Resource



Rating and Reviewing a Resource
Before providing a rating or comment for a resource, you would have:

Ratings provide an overall sentiment of the shared resource.

Resource is not worth using at all

Resource do not meet minimal standards
but there might be some limited value

Resource meet or exceed standards but
there are some significant concerns

Resources are very good overall but
there are a few minor concerns

Resources are excellent all around

Provide qualitative feedback to peers about the shared
resource. Some recommended areas of comments
include:

potential effectiveness for teaching and learning
ease of use
suggestions in improving the resource

Adopted and used the resource.

For enquiries, please contact us at auntepl@smu.edu.sg.
Please access our website www.auntepl.com for more information about our network.
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